
 The comments on the presentation note part are supplementary information 
on the content of remarks at the financial results briefing and settlement 
figures.

 Please note that there is no comment on the slide that omitted the explanation 
at the financial results briefing or the slide without supplementary information.
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 Sales increased 5.5% to 528.8 billion yen and operating profit rose 16.4% to 
83.1 billion yen, both record highs building on the record highs achieved the 
previous year.

 COVID-19 had virtually no impact on performance in FY March 2020.

 Roughly 7 billion yen of the 11.7 billion-yen increase in operating profit was 
attributable to a 1.5-point increase in operating profit margin.

 Net income was 69.2 billion yen and dividend payout ratio was 27.9%. When 
subtracting extraordinary income recorded from the sale of Recruit Holdings 
shares, dividend payout ratio was approximately 35%.
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 Performance figures were generally in line with the forecast revision in January 
2020.

 Sales fell 1.1 billion yen short of the 530 billion yen forecast, but assuming no 
impact from exchange rate fluctuations sales would be 530 billion yen or more.

 FY March 2020 corresponds to the first year of the Medium-Term Management 
Plan (2019-2022) but the 83.1 billion yen in operating profit even exceeded 
the target for the second year of the plan.
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 Sales were strong in Consulting, mainly for DX-related projects.

 In Financial IT Solutions,
• In Securities, sales increased as implementation of shared online 

service THE STAR proceeded at multiple clients including Mizuho 
Securities.

• In Insurance, sales increased overall as sales to large life insurers 
decreased, but business with non-life insurers remained strong 
throughout the year.

• In Banking, sales increased due to projects such as reconstruction of 
core systems for new types of banks.

 In Industrial IT Solutions, sales decreased overall due to a sales decrease of 
roughly 6 billion yen in overseas business. On the other hand, if we limit the 
scope to domestic business only, sales increased by just under 3% driven by 
strong performance in DX projects.

 In IT Platform Services, sales increased due to IT investments for office 
environment reforms accompanying the move to Windows 10 and workstyle
reforms in digital workplace, as well as strong performance in information 
security business.
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 Sales to Nomura Holdings increased due to projects in digital workplace.

 Sales to Seven & I Holdings increased, driven by IT investments such as 
spending in anticipation of the consumption tax hike.

 In our overseas business, sales decreased by around 6.3 billion yen, mostly in 
Australia. Roughly half of the decrease was attributable to exchange rate 
impact (the Australian dollar exchange rate fell roughly 9% year-on-year).
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 In Consulting, we attained a high profit margin due to factors such as the 
effects of increased sales in management consulting.

 In Financial IT Solutions, profit increased mainly in business with securities 
brokerages.

 In Industrial IT Solutions, higher profit was earned despite lower sales due to 
improved productivity in domestic business thanks to utilization of offshoring 
and development of digital IP.
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 Two-thirds of the sales increase in Consulting Services was from growth in the 
Consulting Segment, while the remaining one-third was growth in solutions-
related segments as the upstream for system development.

 Growth in Financial IT Solutions (for Securities and Banking) contributed 
greatly to System Development & System Application Sales.

 System Management Solutions maintained steady performance.
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 Roughly 1.3 points of the 1.5-point increase in operating profit margin was 
attributable to increased gross profit margin (gross profit rate). This indicates 
improved profitability from projects thanks to improved productivity and 
containment of unprofitable projects.
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 Impairment loss was recorded from the impairment of some of the goodwill 
balance of Cutter (roughly 1.4 billion yen) and impairment of the fixed assets 
of Brierley+Partners.
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 We will begin monitoring the achievement levels of measures on a quarterly 
basis based on quantitative KPIs. These will be disclosed regularly going 
forward.
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 As our high order backlog levels show, client investment demand is highly 
robust.

 If the effects of COVID-19 can be quickly contained, we believe this robust 
demand will resurface.
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 In Consulting, order backlog increased due to a high level of orders received 
during 4Q.

 In Financial IT Solutions, order backlog increased mainly for securities. 
Roughly 5 billion yen of the 10.5 billion-yen increase was attributable to 
making Nippon Securities Technology a consolidated subsidiary.

 In Industrial IT Solutions, domestic order backlog remained at the same level 
as the previous year despite the reversion to the norm from spending in 
anticipation of the consumption tax hike mainly in distribution.

 In IT Platform Services, increased order backlog was attributable to security 
and cloud business.
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 We forecast lower sales in Consulting, in which the impact of recession is likely 
to be felt the soonest.

 In Financial IT Solutions,
• For securities, we forecast higher sales due to progress in THE STAR 

implementation projects, and the consolidation effect of Nippon 
Securities Technology (roughly 8 billion yen).

• For insurance, we forecast lower sales due to slumping business with 
large life insurers and a round of site construction projects for direct 
non-life insurers.

 In Industrial IT Solutions, despite the negative impact of some clients 
postponing their projects, there are also areas such as e-commerce where 
investment demand is strong, so we forecast sales to be at about the same 
level as last year.

 In IT Platform Services, we expect a continued high level of growth as demand 
for telecommuting increases.
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 In System Development & System Application Sales, we expect sales to 
increase 3.9% year-on-year.

• In Financial IT Solutions, we consider the impact of COVID-19 to be 
relatively mitigated by orders accumulated up to the end of March of 
last fiscal year.

• In Industrial IT Solutions, project postponements and downsizing are 
expected depending on industry type, and we predict a rather harsh 
year.

 In System Management Solutions, we expect a steady increase in sales.
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 Excluding the consolidation effect of Nippon Securities Technology (roughly 8 
billion yen), our sales forecast of 540 billion yen is around the same level as 
last fiscal year.

 The operating profit forecast of 83 billion yen is also around the same level as 
last fiscal year.

 As for our dividend, we are following up on our 2-yen year-end dividend 
increase (announced in January) for last fiscal year with an additional increase 
of 2 yen for the full fiscal year.

 This year we expect a higher likelihood of missed cutoffs between the first and 
second halves depending on when COVID-19 can be contained, so we are not 
disclosing separate forecasts for the first and second halves.
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 The numerical targets in our Medium-Term Management Plan are unchanged.

 This year we are aiming for overseas sales on 50 billion yen, a year-on-year 
increase of 3.3 billion yen.
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 We are strengthening the organizational structure of NRI Digital. Consultants 
and engineers are working together to attract and develop DX-related projects.

 DX related sales now comprise 58% of our consolidated sales, a one-point 
increase since FY March 2019.
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 Currently, AUSIEX is for all intents and purposes a division of Commonwealth 
Bank of Australia (CBA) and does not have a head office function. Since it will 
take time to put the organizational structure of an independent company in 
place, including a head office function, there is a time lag between the 
conclusion of the agreement and the actual acquisition of shares.
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